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you need to know the vocabulary for both the
malayalam and tamil dictionary is not same. if

you are choosing a telugu dictionary for
writing, there will be many telugu words that
are not easy to be written or understood. if

you are choosing a tamil based dictionary for
writing, there will be few words which are hard

to be understood. in tamil based dictionary,
there are many tamil words that are not easy
to be understood. so, choose the best books
for reading and you will easily find the best

choice for the optional. you will have to cover
the entire syllabus very carefully. you can

easily pick it up from the text books. but the
syllabus is a little difficult to understand, if you

have not studied much of the subject. so
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choose the books wisely. the optional paper
can be a score-enhancing factor. the paper

can be handled either as a skill-based paper,
that tests the candidates' command over the

subject, or, an actual time-based paper. for ias
mains exams, the additional subject is

expected to be of less weightage. each of the
optional subjects has a predefined time

duration of marking of at least two hours.
syllabus for the optional subject must be
issued three months prior to the exam.

syllabus and weightage given for the optional
subject in the ias exam is decided by the upsc.
malayalam is a beautiful language. one of the
greatest things about malayalam is the rich

history and cultural heritage behind the
language. the language has its own literature

and is classified as a dravidian language.
malayalam was the lingua franca of the

tanjore, madurai, calicut and quilon regions for
centuries. and still it is used today to unite the

people of kerala. here in this article we will
discuss the upsc malayalam optional subject

and its syllabus.
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